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Our goal
Code written by domain scientists 

runs on multiple machines, first time

Trace back to origins of changes 
in any report

























add <- function(a, b) { 
 a + b 
}
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expect_equal( 
  add(1, 3), 
  4)
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#' @param a,b inputs 
#' @return the sum 
#' @export
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Our goal
Code written by domain scientists 

runs on multiple machines, first time

Trace back to origins of changes 
in any report



Our apprach
Blackbox the analysis like a function
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  - report:
      description: Summary of results
      filenames: summary.pdf
  - data:
      description: Processed data for further use
      filenames: data.csv
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Automate the boring bits



This is embarrassingly 
simple



Interface for 
Stakeholders



Interface for 
Engineering team



Interface for 
Science team

install.packages("orderly")
orderly::orderly_new("myreport")



Ebola in DRC



2019-nCoV



Lessons learnt
you can blackbox too much 

code reuse is really hard 
reproducibility can be easy 

problems are as social as technical



Work the way people 
want to work
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